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We investigate a certain stochastic partial differential equation which is defined 
on the unit interval with periodic boundary condition and takes values in a 
manifold. Such equation has particularly two different applications. Namely, it 
determines the evolution law of an interacting constrained system of continuum 
distributed over the unit circle, while it defmes a diffusive motion of loops on a 
manifold. We establish the existence and uniqueness results and then show the 
smoothness property of the solutions. Some examples are given in the final 
section. ‘2~ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let A4 be a complete and compact C”-Riemannian manifold with metric 
g = {g,s> and let S = R/Z. denote the unit circle. In this paper we shall 
investigate the following quasilinear stochastic partial differential equation 
(SPDE) for f, : S + M, t b 0: 
4-,(a) = LJ L(o) dt + VoU-,(a)) dt + 0 dW,(o, f,(a)), t>o, UES. (1.1) 
Here V,,EC~(TM)= {C= -vector fields on Mj and lV,(a, x) is a 
C 5o (S x TM)-valued Wiener process, namely, W, = CT= i of Vi converging 
almost surely with independent real-valued Brownian motions {wf} and 
Vi E Cso( S x TM) = { C “-sections of the product bundle S x TM + S x M}, 
see Section 2 for details. We write 0 dW, to denote the Stratonovich 
stochastic differential and 0 dW,(a,f,(a))=C,“=, V,(o,f,(o))odwf. The 
nonlinear Laplacian A acting on a smooth mapping f of S into A4 deter- 
mines Af(o) = { ( Af)* (a)}, E T,,,,M, e E S, by the formula 
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in terms of local coordinates of M (see Hamilton [12]), where 
T&f = (tangent vectors to A4 at x E M} and f ;lY stand for the Christoffel 
symbols on M. We use Einstein’s convention. 
There are several motivations to consider the SPDE of the form (1.1). In 
physical literatures similar equations appear especially concerning the 
kinetic theory of phase transitions (e.g., [14]) and the theory of stochastic 
quantization (e.g., [27, 261); such SPDE’s are often called time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau equations. In these theories, the solution f e C(S, M) of 
the SPDE expresses a continuum like spin field distributed over S with the 
space of (spin-)variables constrained to the manifold M. The energy 8(f) 
is associated with each configuration f l C’(S, M) by 
for a given function UeC”(M, R), where (df/&)(rr)E Tftc,M and 
Iu(‘= g(u, u) for u E T,M, the first and the second terms in the RHS (right 
hand side) of (1.3) represent respectively the local-interaction and the self- 
interaction of the field f: Then, the functional derivative Dd(a, f) of S(f) 
is given by 
DQG~)= -Qf(c)+grad U(f(~))ET&M 
where grad U E C”(TM) is defined by 
(1.4) 
au 
(grad LI)* = gaB -a2 
in terms of local coordinates of M; (g@) = ( gXs))’ as usual. Therefore, the 
equation (1.1) with V,, = -grad U describes an infinite-dimensional 
gradient flow associated with the functional S(f ), which is perturbed by 
the random noise dW,(lr, f,(o)). However, from some physical demands, 
they usually adopt as the random noises those having irregular sample 
functions, namely, the samples of random noises may not be smooth but 
even generalized functions of u with probability one at least when A4 is the 
flat Euclidean space R”, cf. [Ill. In this sense, one should say that 
Eq. (1.1) is obtained by introducing the smooth approximation to its noise 
term; in the physical terminology, the (ultraviolet) cutoff is introduced to 
this term. The main reason why we need such approximations lies in the 
difficulty to handle the nonlinear term in (l.l), which arises from the 
second term in the RHS of (1.2); note that this term consists of the 
products of first-order derivatives off,. The correspondences in the lattice 
version are the models such as a stochastic Heisenberg model or nonlinear 
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a-model. Replacing S by Z’ or by Zd the random evolution off, : Zd + M, 
t 3 0, are discussed by [8,29]. 
Another application of the SPDE (1.1) is the following. It can be used 
to define a diffusive motion of loops on the manifold; 0 E S represents the 
parameter for loops in this situation. In fact, when M= R”, such motion of 
loops or strings was introduced in [9] based on a polygonal approxima- 
tion. The present paper generalizes the former result to the manifold M; 
however, the smooth approximation to the noise is required. From the 
mathematical point of view Eq. ( 1.1) gives an example of a quasilinear 
SPDE of a new type. A rather general theory for such equations was 
developed by Krylov and Rozovskii [21]; however, their method does not 
work in our situation. 
Now we give the precise definition to the solution of the SPDE (1 .l ). 
The compact manifold M can be embedded into a suitable Euclidean space 
RN. We extend the metric g of A4 properly to RN, see Section 2. We also 
extend the vector fields V, and W, properly to RN respectively S x RN and 
then consider the SPDE (1.1) globally in the Euclidean coordinate system 
of RN. Let Ws,p(S), s 20, p > 1, be the usual Sobolev space on S and let 
Ws.p(S, RN) be the product space { W”.P(S)}N; the definition of the 
Sobolev space is given at the end of this section for the completeness. The 
norm II . II s, p of the spaces Wxqp(.S) or Whp(S, RN) can be defined in a 
natural way. The Sobolev’s imbedding theorem tells that Ws*p(S) is 
continuously imbedded in the space C”(S) if s > l/p + n, n = 0, 1,2, . . . Let 
Ws3p(S, M), s> l/p, p> 1, be the space of all ft~ W5.p(S, RN) satisfying 
f(o)EM for every YES. 
By a solution of the SPDE (1.1) we mean a stochastic process 
fi= {f,(o; a)}, IE [IO, r], T>O, defined on a suitable probability space 
(52, 9, P) equipped with reference family {E} such that 
(i) f, is an {%}-adapted W’,“(S, M)-valued continuous process 
with some s> l/p+ 1 and p> 1, 
(ii) there exists an {e}-adapted Wiener process W,(b, x) = 
z;F”=, w;V,(a,x), (a, x)eSxRN, defined on (Q, 8, P) with increment 
W, - W, being independent of Fs for every 0 < s 6 t and 
(iii) with probability one, f, and W, satisfy 
tE [0, T], GES, (1.5) 
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in the sense of generalized functions on S, namely, for every test function 
cp E Cm(S, RN) 
(1.6) 
where ( .,. ) stands for the inner product of L*(S, RN), Acp = d*q/dcr*, and 
It should be pointed out that f, E W’vP(S, M), s > l/p + 1, implies 
f, E C’(S, M) and therefore the nonlinear term a(f,) in (1.6) is well defined 
in a classical sense. In the following the initial data f. of the SPDE (1.1) 
is always taken from the space CW(S, M), on which we consider the usual 
topology of uniform C”-convergence for every n 2 0. 
Let us formulate our main results in the forms of the following three 
theorems. These can be regarded as the probabilistic extensions of those 
due to Eells and Sampson [7]. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Existence of global solutions.) Suppose that A4 has non- 
positive sectional curvature K,. Then there exists a solution f,, t E [0, co), of 
the SPDE (1.1). 
THEOREM 1.2 (Regularization of solutions.) Every solution f,, t E [O, T], 
of the SPDE (1.1) belongs to the space C([O, T], Caj(S, M)) with 
probubilitv one. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Pathwise uniqueness of solutions.) Let f I’) and f I*), 
t E [O, T], be two solutions of the SPDE (1.1) defined on a same probability 
space (a, 9, P; {E} ) with a same Wiener process W,. Zf f A” = f a’, then we 
huvefj”=fj*‘, t E [0, T], with probability one. 
In particular, Theorem 1.3 implies that the solution of (1.1) is determined 
independently of the way of the extension of g, VO, and W, from M to RN. 
To construct the solution of (l.l), its approximation f f is introduced in 
Section 2 for each partition 17 of the time interval [0, T] and then the 
tightness of the family of distributions of (f p}n is shown in Section 3 
based on the method of energy estimates. After these preparations, the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed in Section 4. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are 
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verified in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Some examples are given in 
Section 7. 
Finally in this section we state the definition of the space WL p(S), s > 0, 
p 3 1, briefly. Let Wqp(R) be the Sobolev space on R, more precisely, the 
space of all Schwartz distributionsfon R satisfying (( 1 + c*)“* f) ” E LP(R), 
where p and h denote the Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively. 
Consider an open covering S= U, u U2 with isometries tji from Ui onto 
open intervals Ii of R, i = 1,2. Take a partition of unity {#i E C”(S) } i= 1, 2 
corresponding to the covering { Vi} and extend functions fi := (f. $j) a II/; ’ 
on Ii to R by putting fi = 0 outside of I;. We call f~ WG p(S) if and only 
iffjE WzvP(R) for i= 1, 2. 
The results of this paper were announced already in [lo]. The author 
thanks Professor P. Malliavin; without his suggestion, this paper would 
never have been written. 
2. APPROXIMATING SEQUENCE 
Let us begin this section by referring to the following result which was 
shown by [7] to prove the existence of harmonic maps; the conclusion 
holds even if S is replaced with general compact Riemannian manifold. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf K, < 0, then there exists a unique solution 
fi E C( [0, rx)), C”(S, M)) of the nonlinear heat equation: 
g (0) = aft(a), t > 0, 0 E s, 
(2.1) 
fo=fEC”(S,M). 
We shall sometimes denote the solution of (2.1) by f,(a; f j in order to 
specify its initial data. The manifold M can be embedded in a suitable 
Euclidean space RN. We introduce the metric on RN, denoted by g again, 
in the following way. Let T be a tubular neighborhood of M in RN. First 
extend the metric on A4 smoothly to a metric on T and then average it by 
the involution t: T+ T on T, which has A4 for the set of fixed points; 
especially, r becomes an isometry. Finally let B be a sufficiently large ball 
in RN containing T and extend the metric on T smoothly to all of RN so 
that it coincides with the usual Euclidean metric outside of B. The metric 
on RN constructed in this manner has the following nice property: 
For f: S + M c B, AM f = AB f holds; we denote A f by A,+., f or As f 
regarding f as a map into M or as a map into B, respectively, see [12, 
p. 1083. We shall consider the nonlinear heat equation (2.1) globally in the 
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Euclidean coordinate system with the metric g constructed as above. 
If f0 E Coo(S, M), then the solution f, of (2.1) considered on RN satisfies 
the original equation (2.1) (on M) and, in this sense, the distinction is 
unnecessary. 
Let V0 E C “( TM) and let W, be a C “(S x TM)-valued Wiener process; 
in other words, W,= xZ?=, wf Vi converging almost surely in the space 
C”(Sx TM) for every t 20, where the family { V,EC”(SX TM)}:, 
satisfies the following condition: 
Cz, X’V, converges almost surely in C”(Sx TM) for 
independent N(0, 1 )-random variables {xi} ,z , . (2.2) 
Here C”(Sx TM) is the Frechet space equipped with the topology of 
uniform C”-convergence for every n 2 0; see Baxendale [3, 51 for the 
different characterization of W,. Consider the following stochastic 
differential equation (SDE) on M with parameter YES: 
d5, = volt,) dt + 0 dW,(a, 5,), t > s, 
(2.3) 
&=xeM, s 2 0, 
or equivalently 
d5,= ‘o(<,)dt+ f vi(O, t,)odwf, t > s, 
i=l (2.4) 
<,=xEM, s 3 0. 
We denote the solution r, of (2.3) by cs.,(rr, x) to elucidate its dependence 
on (s, rr, x). Note that the SDE (2.3) fits into the setting of [4, Section 63. 
In fact, introducing the product manifold M= Sx M, Cm-vector field 
r0 := (0, V,,) on M and C”(TM)-valued Wiener process @,(a, x) := 
(0, W,(o, x)), we consider an auxiliary SDE on M: 
dr, = Vc,(r,) dt + odrt(a, F,). t > s, 
(2.5) 
Then, denoting the solution t, of (2.5) by f,,Jcr, x), we have immediately 
&Jo, x) = (a, cs,,(c, x)) E M. Since (&,} determines a stochastic flow of 
diffeomorphisms on M, it is seen that e,,,( .,.) is a C”(Sx M, M)-valued 
continuous process with two time parameters (s, t), 0 <s d t < co. Here we 
consider the usual topology on the space P(S x M, M). 
According to the embedding of M into RN, we extend both 
V, E Co3(TM) and {Vi E C”(Sx TM)}c?Y, to V0 E Cm(TRN) and 
{Vi~C=‘(SxTR”‘)}i”O=, in such a manner that the coefficients in the 
Euclidean coordinate of these extended fields are bounded and have 
bounded derivatives of all orders and, in addition, { Vj} satisfies the 
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condition (2.2) with C”(Sx TRN) in place of C”(Sx TM). Then, W, is 
automatically extended to a ?(S x TRN)-valued Wiener process and there- 
fore the SDE (2.3) is defined on RN. In particular, by the similar argument 
as above, the SDE (2.3) with XE RN determines a C”(Sx RN, RN)-valued 
continuous process { <,, ( (T, x) E RN; (T E S, x E RN} 0 ~ 5 Q, < ~. Moreover, it 
has the property 
for arbitrary p > 0 and k E Z + = (0, 1,2, . ..}. k = (k,, . . . . kN) E Z”, such that 
k + C,“=, k, > 1, where D”, = (d/d~)~ and D’, = (d/dx,)“l . . . (i?/~?x,)~~. 
The solution f,(a) of (1.1) will be constructed as an infinitesimal com- 
position of two solutions of (2.1) and (2.3) like Trotter’s product formula. 
More precisely, for every partition Z7 = { 0 = I, < t, < . . . < t,> = T) of the 
time interval [0, T], T> 0, we define a C^ (S, M)-valued continuous 
process .fy inductively by 
.ffW = 5,,,,((r,f,-,(a;f~)), 
YES, TV [r,, tk+,], k=O, 1, 2, . . . . n- 1 (2.7) 
.fiw =fo. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of the following three steps: 
(a) We show the tightness of the family of distributions (P”} of the 
processes {fy} on the space C([O, T], Ws*p(S, M)), p> 1, 1 + l/p <SC 2. 
(b) It is shown that every limit P of {P”} as iI71 := 
maxk (t, + , - t,l + 0 solves the martingale problem corresponding to the 
SPDE (1.1). 
(c) We prove the equivalence between the martingale problem and 
the SPDE (1.1). 
Step (a) is completed in Section 3, while steps (b) and (c) are concluded in 
Section 4. 
3. ENERGY ESTIMATES AND TIGHTNESS OF (P"} 
Two kinds of energies, i.e., potential energy e(f) and kinetic energy ti(j.), 
of a mapping f = { f’( . ) ‘, E C m (S, M) are introduced as follows: 
(3.1) 
d E s. (3.2) 
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Then, under the assumption KM d 0, the solution f, of (2.1) satisfies 
t e(L)(a) G Mfi)(a), (3.3) 
(3.4) 
where A =Di( = d2/da2); see [12, p. 128, p. 1341 noting that the Ricci 
curvature of S, Rs= 0. The first task is to derive the following energy 
estimates to control the first and second derivatives of the processes f p 
defined by (2.7). 
LEMMA 3.1. For every positive integer p, there exists a positive constant 
C such that 
EC1 + IIe(f~+,)ll,PI%kl <ec(‘k+‘-‘rr){l + Il4f~)ll~}, 
~[IIK(f~+,)~~~I~~1~~C(t~+,-f~)(~+lle(f~)ll~) 
+ e='"+1-'qK(f~)ll;, 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where (1. lip denotes the norm of the space Lp(S). We also have 
sup{E[e(ff)P to)1 + E[~(ff’)” to)]; n, GE & t E CO, Tl > < 00. (3.7) 
Proof: We consider the PDE (2.1) and the SDE (2.3) in RN and set the 
N x N matrix G(x) = (g(a/ax”, J/~x~)(x)}, sor,8C ,,, for the Euclidean coor- 
dinate x = (x’, . . . . xN) with the metric g on R% introduced in Section 2. 
We use the following notation: GJa, x) = G(&,(o, x)); J,,,(a, x) = 
Then, by differentiating (2.7) in 0, we obtain 
afP aa (g) = J,k,J& Jo y+ &,J~1 n tE [If/c, f/c+,l, (3.8) 
where X=fi- ,(a) and Y = (afi- J&r)(b). Therefore, denoting the usual 
inner product of RN by (.,.), we have 
Q?‘)(a) =t g (a), Gq,,(c, Xl !$ (0)) 
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where 
c:,~,(x~ Yi 0) =i<Y, V:,,t( Q, x) GlJ~, x) JtJ~, xl - ‘3x)) v>, 
Z::,‘,(x, Y; 0)= (Y, J:.r(u, x) Gtk.d~, x) z&o, x)>, (3.10) 
Ij:.‘,k 6) = +G,,,tb, x), Grk,r(~, x) ~tk,,(~, -t.)>, x, JJER~, YES, 
and J* stands for the transpose of the matrix J. Note that X and Y are 
9$-measurable while Z(l) p and Ii:‘, are 9:,-measurable, where 
F:=a{ W,- i,; s<r<;*j’~or’ij’<s<t<~. Set 
ti ~;~pp3(x, ?‘;a)= (Z~~,~,(x, y;a)}P (Z~~,~,(x, y;u)}P2 {z;:,‘I(x;u)}“‘, (3.11) 
forh P2, wZ+ such that xi’=, pi > 1. Then, applying M’s formula, one 
can easily verify that 
sup f E[lj;;:?P3(X, y; o)] < 05, (3.12) 
by noting that the solution t,,Jo, x) of the SDE (2.3) has the property 
(2.6), where the supremum is taken over all x, ye RN, jyl < 1, CJE S, 
t E [t,, tk + ,I, and 0 < k < n - 1. However, we see that Zl:,‘,k = Zi:)tk = Zj:)lk = 0 
because J&tr, x) = identity matrix, G&a, X) = G(x) and s,;, Jrr, x’) = 0. 
Hence, if x:= 1 pi 2 1, we have 
IE[ljQ;;;p’~ (4 y; a)11 G c,Iy12p’+p* (t- tk), x, yeRN, tE Ctkr h+*l, 
(3.13) 
with some C, > 0. In fact, first prove (3.13) for 1~1 < 1 and then note 
the property + ~~;P',"'(X,Y;a)=lyl2P1+P*~ ~;;p2~p3(x, y/l ~1; a). Since I Y12 < 
const e(f,_,,)(a), from (3.9) and (3.13), 
=1+x P! 
P,!P2!P3!P4! 
e(f,-,,Y~ (0) ECti ;;:p’7p’k Yi 41I,,X.)~, y 
G {l+ C2(t-tk)l{l +4h-JP (a)1 
<eCz”P’k)(l +e(f,-,,)P (o)}, (3.14) 
for t E [tk, t, + ,] and p E Z + with some C, > 0. The sum in the second line 
is taken over all pie Z + (i= 1,2,3,4) such that x4=, pi= p. The bound 
(3.3) provides 
(3.15) 
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and consequently 
(3.16) 
by using Holder’s inequality, where p( t, 0, g’), (t, cr, a’) E (0, cc ) x S x S, 
denotes the fundamental solution of A = d2/da2 on S (i.e., with periodic 
boundary condition). This implies 
I14f,-,,)llp~ Il4f~Nl,. (3.17) 
Now, integrate the both sides of (3.14) in c and use (3.17). Then, taking 
t = fk + , , the first bound (3.5) is verified. 
To prove the second bound (3.6), we see similarly to the formula (3.9) 
dff7)W = a- ,)(a) + c:,‘,w* z 0) 
+ Tf,‘,( x, Y, z; 0) + q,‘,( x, r; a). (3.18) 
Here, X, Y and Zi:.‘I are the same as before and Z= A f,-rk(a). The 
functions Tj’\(x, y, z; a) and 71:,),(x, JJ; a) are defined similarly to the 
functions Z&(x, y; a) and Zi,),)l(x; a), respectively, introduced in (3.10), 
but we replace in these formulas y with z and then Z&C, x) with 
R&o, x, ~7) ERN, whose a-component is given as follows: 
+ a2c ,* au: (0, xl + ~;,(L&, xl) 
x {Jl& xl Y + E&J (09 xv M,,t(~9 x) Y+E,,,(ov xw
-J$, t(fJ 4 r;,(x) PY’. . . ’ 
Let us define $;;;p2.pJ(.x, y, z; CT) by (3.11) replacing Zii,)l(x, y; a), 
zC2’ (x y’ a) 
w%jf ’ ’ and Zj,)),(x; 0) with Zj:(,(x, z; CY), Ti,‘.i(x, y, z; a), and 
Z,,,,(x, y; oi, respectively. Then, instead of (3.13), we obtain 
lEC$ ;;;pI*p’(x, y, z; o)ll s C,lzl 2p’+fJ* (1 + jJJ12p~+4p))(t - tr), (3.19) 
for every x, y, z E RN, tE [tk, fk+r] with SOme c,>O if cl=, pia 1. Using 
this estimate and noting lZl’<const rc(f,-,,)(c), similarly to (3.14), one 
can verify 
ECdff)” (~)I~$] <‘df,-~)~ (a)+ C,(f-tk) 
x {l+~(f,-,,)p(u)+e(fr-,,)~~(u)} (3.20) 
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for p E Z + with some C4 > 0; we have applied a simple inequality 
KPI+P4+P212eP2f2P1~COnSt{KP+e2P} 
for K, e > 0 and C:= 1 pi = p. However, the bound (3.4) proves 
“t-f,- ,)(a) < j- K(ff#f’) P(f - fk, 0, 0’) do’, 
S 
and therefore 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
The estimate (3.6) follows from (3.17), (3.20) and (3.22). 
Finally, we prove the uniform bound (3.7). To this end, from (3.14) and 
(3.16), 
E[ 1 + e(fP)P (a)] 6 ec2(‘~- ‘d1 E[ 1 + e(fE)P (o’)] ~(t - fk, 0,~‘) da’, S 
(3.23) 
for every t E [tk, tk+ ,I. Applying this estimate with t = tk+ , , one can Verify 
the following inductively in k: 
E[ 1 +e(fE)” (a)] d ec2’k 
s { 1 + e(&)” (c’)} p(tk, 0, o’) da’. s 
Since su~,,~{l +e(fJP (a)> < 00, this estimate implies supn,+ E[l + 
e(fc)P (cJ)] < cc and consequently from (3.23): 
sup 
fr.v,re co, Tl 
E[ I+ e(ffTjp (a)] < 00. (3.24) 
On the other hand, the estimates (3.20) (3.21) and (3.16), (3.24) with p 
replaced by 2p prove 
E[K(f~,” (a)] <f?c4(r-rk) 
s 
E[K(f;)” (a’)] 
S 
X p( t - t,, ~7, 0’) da’ + c,( t - tk), (3.25) 
for every t E [tk, tk + ,I, with some C, > 0. By means of inductive argument 
again, one can verify from (3.25) with t = t, + , : 
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m(f:)” (a)1 
<ec4(‘k-q) 
5 S 
E[tc(ff)P (a’)] p(tk- tj, o, 0’) da’ 
+c5 5 
ec4(‘k - ‘;)( ti - ti- 1 ), j=O, 1 , . . . . k- 1. (3.26) 
i=j+l 
Especially, taking j= 0 in (3.26), we obtain ~up~,~.~ E[r~(ff)~ (o)] < cc 
and therefore from (3.25) 
sup l7.c,re co. q m(ff)” (a)1 < 00. 
The uniform bound (3.7) is an immediate consequence 
(3.27). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. For every p > 1, we have 
Fm, sup P( sup I14f~Nlp > A> = 0, 
n Odt4T 
lim sup P{ sup 
I-+co n 
IIrc(fP)II, > A} = 0. 
OSl4T 
(3.27) 
of (3.24) and 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
Prooj We assume that p is an integer without loss of generality. First, 
choose C, and C, > 0 in such a manner that 
Xk=e-C’kllic(f~)llPp+ Cle-c2crk{l + Ile(.f~)ll~>, k = 0, 1, . . . . n, 
is an {g, )-supermartingale, where C is the constant in Lemma 3.1. Indeed, 
this is possible since (3.5) and (3.6) verify 
E[X,+, I %J < e-Cf~ll~(f~)ll c+ &{ 1+ lk(f$ll$}, 
where ~k~~~~~k+~C(tk+l~tk)+Cle~C~~‘~+~eC(t~+~~f~); we can take 
Ci, Cz>O such that Ak< Cle-czc’k for every O<k<n. Hence Doob’s 
martingale inequality implies, by noting X, > 0, that 
PI sup IMf~)II~>~~ 
O<k<n 
<P{ sup X, > C,e-C2CT(1 + A)} 
OCkGn 
(3.30) 
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uniformly in 17. Similarly we have 
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Now, consider the event 
sZ,= (WEQ; sup [IJ,.,(a, x)1 + 13,,(u. x)1 1 < R), R > 0, 
~ES.XEM,O<~~I~T 
where Js,,(g, X) and Es,, (6, x) are the functions defined in the proof of 
Lemma3.1. Then, we see lim.,, P(Q,)= 1 since <Jo, x) is a 
Cm( S x M, M)-valued continuous process with two time parameters (s, t ). 
However, for o E Q,, 
lr):!J.% y;a)l <cc,ly13-i, i= 1,2, 3, XEM, FERN, YES, 
with some CR > 0, where Iii!,(x, 4’; (r) are the functions defined by ( 
except Ij:),(x, y; G) := Zi:)Jx; cr). Therefore, we have 
e(ffm~CX{l +e(f,-,,(.;f;Md)Y wee,, 
from (3.9) by noting that ( Y12 dconst e(f, _ I,)(a) and consequently 
(3.17) 
3.10) 
from 
with some Ch > 0. This combined with (3.30) with 2p replaced by p implies 
(3.28). Another assertion (3.29) is shown similarly from (3.31). 1 
LEMMA 3.3. For every p>/ 1, 
where II . II 2, p is the norm of the space W2sp(S, RN). 
Proof. The conclusion follows from Lemma 3.2 by noting that 
llfPll2.,= i IlEf PII, 
k=O 
and 
lgf y%d=I af~"(a)-T~,Cfr(o))o,f~R(~)D~f F%,l 
Q const{Jmj + e(fPkQ 5. 
Note that sw,.n Ilf PII p c co since f p(c) E M and M is compact. 1 
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LEMMA 3.4. For every p 2 1, there exists C= C( T, p) > 0 such that 
sup E~lfl”(a)-f,n(~)lPl~Clt-Slp’2, O,<s<t,<T. (3.33) f7.OE.s 
Proof We apply Ito’s formula for composed martingales; e.g., [23, 
p. 1841 describes it in the case of finite number of Brownian motions, 
however, the generalization to the infinite-dimensional case is easy. 
Therefore, we have 
fPC0) -f,“(o) = 1’ vdfP(a)) dr -t f’odW,(o, fP(c)) + 1’ @f’(a) dr, 
s 5 * 
= z$$7, + f$ycr, + r$yo,, O<s<t<T, (3.34) 
where {cD~(o)},..,<, is defined by . . 
~~(a)=J,,,,(a,f,-,(a;f~)) ~f,-,,bTf~), f-E CL fk+ll, (3.35) 
and .I,,,, (a, x) is the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.1; recall Eq. (2.1). We 
use the same symbols without distinction between the vector fields on RN 
and their coefftcients in the Euclidean coordinate system. Since V,, is 
bounded, Z$‘(c) is estimated easily as follows: 
E[ lZ~‘)(0)1~] < constl t - sI p. (3.36) 
For the second term, note that 
Z$(g) := f j' vi(a, f ;(o))Odw; 
j=, s 
= iT, 6 vi(o, f P(c)) dw: + 5 j3y Y(a, ff(o)) dr 
= p ‘)(a) + p2’(o) s. I s,* 7 (3.37) 
where Y(a, x) 3 ( Y’(c, x)}~ = {C,:, Vf(cr, x)(8V;/8xs)(a, x)}. (i.e., Y = 
CE I Vf as a vector field) is a bounded function, remind the condition 
(2.2). However, we have 
E[lI~~~2’(a)lPl~2-PIlY(~,~)IlP, It-SIP (3.38) 
and by Burkholder’s inequality 
E[@; ‘)(a)lP] <const E 
RJ 
: jz, I VAa, fp(~))l* drj”*] 
< const It - s( P’2, (3.39) 
we have used the condition (2.2) again. To derive an estimate on Ii;/(c), 
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noting the independence of J,k,r(c, x) and f,-,k(~;f$, we have by 
Schwarz’s inequality 
=m@~(~)l “I G {sup ~ClJ,,,A vN2p1}“2 ~~cI~fi-,,~~~f::~12pl~1’2 
x E M 
~c~~s~tECl~~f,-~~~~;f~~~~~~lP1~1’2~ 
which is bounded due to (3.7) and (3.21). Therefore, we obtain 
E[11(3’(~)IP] <corMIt--sip. s.1 (3.40) 
Combining (3.36~(3.40) with (3.34), the conclusion is verified. i 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of purely functional 
analytic arguments. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that f: andf, E C( [O, T], W’**(S, RN)), k = 1,2, ,.., 
satisfy the following two conditions: 
(i ) S: converges to f, as k + co in the space C([O, T], W’T~(S, RN)) 
having the topology of uniform convergence, 
(ii) sUpks~p~~.r~rllf~ll~,~<~, with somep32. 
Then, for every s < 2, f t and f, belong to the space C( [0, T], W’-p(S, RN)) 
and f: converges to f, as k + 00 in this space. 
Proof. In the proof we denote simply W”* p for W’- p(S, RN). Since an 
imbedding of W2*p into VP is a compact operator if s < 2 (Rellich’s 
lemma, see [ 1 I), conditions (i) and (ii) verify in particular that f 1 
converges to f, as k -+ 00 in the space WJ,p, s < 2, for each t E [0, T]. 
Therefore, we have 
SUP Ilfrlls.p~ sup sup Ilf:lL.,< mv s < 2. (3.41) 
OGt<T O<r<T k 
Denote by W -s,q, (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, the dual space of W’,“. Then, since 
@ := (cp; Ijqll ps,q< l} is totally bounded in the space W--S’*q if s<s’.<2, 
for arbitrary E > 0 there exists an c-net {r&9 .. . . J/~E W-s’.q} of @, i.e., 
inf l<i<m IIV-llrlllLs’,q < E for every q E @; one can assume $: E W-‘,’ 
because W- (“’ A ‘L is dense in W -“qy. Therefore, we have 
sup llf:-f,ll..,= sup sup I~~.P<f~-ftdP)w~J 
OCr<7- o<rii- we@ 
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However, the first term converges to 0 as k + co by condition (i), while the 
second term is bounded by const x E from (3.41) with s replaced by s’. This 
concludes the proof. Note thatJk E C( [O, T], W% “) is shown by calculating 
If;: -f:,lls., in a similar way as above. 1 
We are now at the position to complete the step (a) of the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The family of distributions {P”}, of {f p}n on the 
space C( [0, T], Wp(S, RN)), 0 <s < 2, p > 1, is weakly relatively compact. 
Proof: First we prove the tightness of {P”>, on the space 
C([O, T], H), where Z-Z= W’*‘(S, RN). To this end, since H is a separable 
Hilbert space, it suffices to check the conditions of Holley and Stroock 
[ 151, namely, the following two conditions: 
(i) Let {@j},“=I b e a complete orthonormal system of H and denote 
pi the orthogonal projection of H into the subspace spaned by {#j}zk* 
Then, 
!‘mE sup P”{ sup IIp,kf,ll 1,2 > ~1 = 0, E > 0. 
II O$ZGT 
(ii) For every cp E Cm(S, RN), there exist a > 1, y, C> 0 such that 
However, (i) is shown from Lemma 3.3 by noting that Rellich’s lemma 
implies lIpif II I z<ckllf ()2,2, fts H, with some ckJO as k+ co, while (ii) 
follows from Lemma 3.4. Now we put X”= sup,, r4 T )I f :112 P. Then 
Lemma 3.3 shows that the family of distributions of {J?r},r on 
R + = [O, co) is tight. Therefore we see that the family of joint distributions 
of w-“~f x7 on the space R, x C( [0, T], H) is also tight. Hence 
Lemma 3.5 concludes the proof with the help of Skorohod’s theorem which 
represents a weak convergence by an almost-everywhere convergence on a 
proper probability space (see, e.g., [ 17, p. 9)). 1 
Remark. We can remove the assumption that M is compact. See 
Hartman [ 131. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let 9 be the class of all functions Y = Y(f) on the space WsVP(S, RN), 
1 + l/p < s < 2, p > 1, having the forms 
~u(f)=Il/(<f,cpl)~-v <f,(Pn>L ,f~ Wp(S, RN), (4.1) 
with n=1,2 ,..., I(/=+(1 ,,..., &,)eC,“(R”), and qkeC”(S,RN), l<kGn, 
where (f,cp)-(f,cp) L2,S,RN, = js (f(o), q(o)) da. Introduce an operator 
Y on 9 by 
’ f (v;t’,f(.))v (Pk,)(Vi(d-(‘)), (Pk>) 
i= I 
x {(A AV,) + (d-t-)(.)+ &dd-t.)), vk% YEE, (4.2) 
where a(f)(a) = {u”(fl(e) 1 t=, is the function defined by (1.7) 
&(a, x) = V,(x) + 4 Y(0, x), UES, xeRN, (4.3) 
and Y(a, x) is the function given just below (3.37). Note that the operator 
Y is well defined on the space 9. 
Set W = C( [0, T], Ws*P(S, RN)) and denote f;(w) = w(t) the coordinate 
function of w E VW. We consider the usual a-fields on W: W = o{f,; r 2 0) 
and Bz = o{f,; 0 <r < t}, ra0. A probability measure P on (VW, a) is 
called a solution of (9, 9)-martingale problem if 
is a (P, {a,))-local martingale for every YE 9. First, recalling that P” is 
the distribution on VW of {ff} constructed in Section 2, we prove the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. An arbitrary limit P of { P”} n as 1171 + 0 is a solution 
of the (9,9)-martingale problem. 
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Proof From (3.34) and (3.37), by using It& formula, we see that 
x {<t-p, &k) + <a(ff)(+@f7(.)~ (Pk)] dr, O<t<T, (4.4) 
is a martingale for every YE $9 having the form (4.1), where @f(a) is 
the function defined by (3.35). However, for rE [tk, fk+,] and 
v= fcp”(u)}:~,~WSRN), 
(4.5) 
where X(a)= (X*(cr)>~=, :=f,-,,(o;fz). Note that X(a) can be repre- 
sented by X(a) = t,; !(G, f:(o)) in terms offf7(a). Here c,.‘,(o, x) denotes 
the inverse transform of <rk,r(o,.): RN + RN. 
Let P be an arbitrary limit of { P”}n, i.e., Prim * P as m + co with some 
{n,,,} such that Ifl,J 10, recall Proposition 3.1. Then, since the family 
of joint distributions {Pm}, of (fp, &Jcr, x)) on the space fi E 
C([O, T], FPp(S, RN))xC(Q, C”(SxM,M)), Q= {(s, t); Ois<t,<T}, 
is tight, one can find a subsequence {n} of {m} and construct 
u3:9 r^:,bA “#, and (j;, &,(g, x)) on an appropriate probability space 
Q such that (i) (p:, [;,,(rr, x)) is p-distributed for each n and (ii) 
(p:, f: J~J, x)) converges almost surely to (3,, [Jo, x)) as n -+ cc in the 
space ‘%%, equipped with the usual topology of uniform convergence. 
Denote by (&, 9) the RHS of (4.5) with (c,,,)-l (c,f:(o)) and I”,,, in 
place of X(o) and t,,,,, respectively; note that (@I, 9) is the random 
variable defined on the probability space Sz. Then, we have 
w 9) --+ - U?xk Do9) + Mfr,X 9) 
= (f,, A9 > + <4fA, 9 >, 
as n -+ 00 with probability one. In fact, this is shown since the con- 
dition (ii) implies that D,((f: .)-I (a,f:(a))}, u~(([:,,,)-’ (a,fy(a))), 
(cq,f$3x” i3x’)(a, xj and (&$!/t?x*)(o, x j converge to Wf’r(4 1, 
aa(& 0 and @, respectively, as n + cc with probability one; remind 
that VJ’(S, RN) c C’(S, RN) if s > l/p + 1. Therefore, noting the property 
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(4.4), we conclude by the standard argument that the distribution of fl, 
namely, P is a solution of the (U,9 )-martingale problem. 1 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed by combining Proposition 4.1 
with the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The SPDE ( 1.1) and the (9, 9)-martingale problem 
are mutually equivalent in the following sense. 
(i) If ft is a solution of (1.1) then its distribution P on VW solves the 
(9, 9 )-martingale problem. 
(ii) Conversely, tf P is a solution of the (9, 9)-martingale problem, 
then on an appropriate extension of the probability space (VV, a’, P; (99, >) 
one can construct a Cp(S x TM)-valued Wiener process W,(o, x) with 
covariance 
E[ WJo, x)0 W,(a’, x’)] = t . b(o, x; o’, x’) 
:= t f V,(a, x)0 V;(cJ’, x’) 
i= I 
(4.6 1 
such that the coordinate function fr solves the SPDE (1.1). 
Proof The assertion (i) is an immediate consequence of M’s formula. 
To prove (ii), for each cp E C”(S, RN), set 
M,(v)= (f,, cp>-- (fib cp> 
- d{(f;,d~>+<o(f,)(.)+~~(.,j;(.)).~))dr. I (4.7) 
Then, since P is a solution of the (9, GB)-martingale problem, we see easily 
that M,(q) are (P, {93’,})-square integrable continuous martingales having 
quadratic variational processes 
(M(PI), M(rp,))(t)=[’ f (‘i(.,f~(.)h cPl)(v;(.,f~(.)h cpz> dr, (4.8) 
o;=, 
for q,, q2 E C” (S, RN). The proof will be concluded by establishing the 
representation of {M,(rp)} by means of a suitable Wiener process W,(o, x). 
To this end, take an arbitrary complete orthonormal system { di} ,c, of 
the Hilbert space I-Z := L’(S, RN) and define operators V(r) = V(r, w ), 
(r,w)E[O,T]xw,ofHby 
W-)cp= f (vi(‘,fr(~))vcP)dit cp E H. 
r=, 
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Then, the relation (4.8) is rewritten into 
Note that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, 
of V(r, w) is bounded in (r, w) due to the condition (2.2) which is extended 
to all of R”. By the polar decomposition theorem (e.g., [28, p. 197]), we 
have V(r) = U(r) A(r) with self-adjoint, non-negative definite compact 
operator A(r)=A(r, w) of H and U(r)= U(r, w), which is an isometry 
of Ran A(r)+ H and satisfies U=O on (Ran A(r))‘; Ran A denotes 
the closure ‘of the range of the operator A and ’ means the orthogonal 
complement. Now, prepare two infinite sequences { G’,}Jz, and { I?J{}~~ I of 
independent Brownian motions defined on a suitable extension of the 
probability space (VW, g, P; {gt} ) in such a manner that these two 
sequences and {M,(q)} are mutually independent as well. We set 
(4.10) 
where Z= identity, P, denotes the orthogonal projection of H into Ran B 
for an operator B of H and A -I: Ran A + (Ker A)’ is the inverse operator 
of A restricted to the subspace (Ker A)‘. Then, noting (4.9) and the relation 
P UC,J = U(r) U*(r), one can prove that the quadratic variational processes 
of { wi} are given by 
(w’, w”)(r)=6i.id, 
which implies that {w~}~Z, are the system of independent Brownian 
motions. Moreover, an almost routine calculation shows 
i!, f (V(r) cp, 4i> du’f= f 1’ <Pa(r)(P, 4i> dMr(4i)* (4.11) 
j=, 0 
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However, using (4.9) and noting that A(I- P,)=O, we see that the 
quadratic variational process 
where N,(p) denotes the RHS of (4.11). This implies that N,(q) = M,(p). 
Therefore, setting W,(c, x) = 17: I Vi(rr, x) of, we obtain 
M,(v)= 1’ <cp,dW,(.,frf,(.))). 
JO 
Since the covariance of W,( u, x) is given by (4.6), from (4.7) and (4.12) we 
see that f, is a solution of the SPDE (1.1). 1 
Remark. The proof of the martingale representation theorem is a 
simple modification of the finite-dimensional result [ 17, p. 901; however, 
the Brownian motions ()t’<} in the formula (4.10) are unnecessary in the 
finite-dimensional case, since U(r) can be taken as unitary operator 
(i.e., orthogonal matrix ). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
In this and the next sections, the hypothesis K, GO is unnecessary. 
Consider the stochastic integral equation (SIE) 
f,(a) = jsfo(cf) p(t, 6, a’) do’+ j; js p(t- r, 0, a’) dW,(o’, f,(O) c&f 
+ : dr I 1 s {4f,)(o’) + vo(o’,f,(a’))} p(t- r, 0, u’) do’ 
=ft,,(a) +f,,*(a) +fr.3(~), (5.1) 
where a(f)(a), ro(a, x) are defined by (1.7), (4.3), respectively, and 
p(t, 6, a’) is the fundamental solution of A on S. 
LEMMA 5.1. The SPDE ( 1.1) and the SIE (5.1) are mutually equivalent; 
more precisely, if f,E C([O, T], Ws,p(S, M)), 1 + l/p<s< 2, p> 1, is a 
solution of ( 1.1). then it satisfies (5.1). and vice versa. 
This lemma is shown in a similar way to Iwata [ 19, Theorem 3.11. In 
fact, let us suppose that f, is the solution of (1.1). For such f,, we take espe- 
cially as v, in ( 1.6) an eigenfunction Q of -A on the space L2(S, RN) having 
eigenvalue p. Then, since j; (f,, AQ) dr = -p jr, (fr, 4) dr in the RHS of 
(1.6) and therefore by using the constant variational formula, we obtain the 
58O!lW/2-5 
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equality (5.1) in the form that the both sides are multiplied by d and 
integrated in CJ. This verifies that f, is the solution of (5.1). To show the 
converse assertion, multiply an arbitrary test function cp E P(S, RN) to the 
both sides of (5.1) and integrate them in (r. We see then immediately that 
f, is the solution of (1.1) by taking their stochastic differential in t. We omit 
the detail. 
Denote H”(S) = P2(S), s > 0, and introduce the Hilbertian norm 
llfllf = II( -A + 1 Yi2fll&, 
= f tij+ I)” (1; tij):Q), fEH’(S)v 
j= I 
on this space, where {Aj},z L and {$j},~ L are eigenvalues and correspond- 
ing normalized eigenfunctions of -A on the space L’(S). Note that I(. (I5 is 
equivalent to the original norm )I . I] 5 2 and 0 = 1, < 1, < . . . 
asj-r co. Set H’(S, RN)= {H’(S)}’ 
7, Aj w const j2 
and consider a natural norm on this 
space. Theorem 1.2 is a conclusion of the following lemma since Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem implies that H”(S, RN) c C(S, RN) if s > r + l/2. 
LEMMA 5.2. If the solution j; of the SPDE (1.1) satisfies 
fi E C(CO, Tl, H”(S, RN)) a.s. with s 2 2, then f, E C( [O, T], H”‘(S, RN)) a.s. 
for every s’ < s + i. 
Proof. To conclude the proof, since f,., E C([O, T], Cm(S) RN)) is 
obvious, it suffices to show fl,2, f,.3E C([O, 7’1, H”‘(S, RN)) (as.). 
Moreover, one can assume supoa rG T (1 f,ll, < R, a.s., with some R > 0. In 
fact, introduce a stopping time: 
t,=inf(t>O; Ilf,ll,>R]. 
Then, we see lim, _ x fR= T (a.s.) and f,,i=fci for t<r,, i=2, 3, where 
fti are defined by similar integrals to fi, i appearing in (5.1), respectively, by 
replacing f, with f, h OR in the integrands. 
Let us consider f,,2. For 0 < t, < t, < T, 
f,,,Aa) -f,2,2(c) = J,y Is p(rl -r, o,c’) dW,(a’, f,(a’)) h 
+ If d’ s {P(b- r, 0, 0’) - At2 -r, c, d> 
x dW,(o’, f,(d)) dd 
=I”’ (o)+z’2’ (6) 12.Q ,?.I, . 
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For the first term, we see 
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+ 1)“’ lJ:*.t,l* p II 
l)p(r’+1,‘2’ E[JJ;>.,,JZP] 
<const C (Aj+ l)p(s’f”‘2’ E[(J’)~2,,,], P> 1, 
j= 1 
where C,={x,?, (~j+l)-y’2)P”J<co (remind A,-constj’ as j+co), 
(l/p)+(llq)= 1, 
J:2.,,= t I” dw;e-)“S, V,(o,f,(o)) $i(~) dowry 
,=, rz 
and <Ji)lz.t, denotes the quadratic variation of Jj at the time interval 
Cf2, t,l: 
(Ji)r2,r, = z, I[; dre-“‘l-“4 /I, vi(b, f,(a)) Ii/j(a) do *. 
We have used Holder’s inequality and then Burkholder’s inequality. 
However, since bECr((SxM)*, RN@R”‘) for b defined by (4.6) and 
Ilfrll, G R 
sup IIb(o, f,(a); 0’7 fr(a’))ll Hs-r,s. R”18H’-“,s.RNj < m 
OGr<7-..w 
holds for arbitrary E > 0; apply Theorem of [ 12, p. 1111 for polynomial 
differential operator of type (0,O). This implies, in particular, that 
= 
II SXS 
b(a, f,(a); 0’3 fr(a’)) $/to) $j(a’) da do’ 
<const(A,+ l))‘+‘. 
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Therefore, 
E[(JZj~,‘,,J(~J,<const f (&+ l)p@‘+‘/*--++) 
j=l 
<const f (s+ l)p(r’+‘/*-s+&-‘/4’)X (f,--*p+ (5.2) 
j=l 
for every p’, q’> 1 such that (l/p’) + (l/q’) = 1; we have used Holder’s 
inequality. Now, suppose s’ < s + l/2. Then, we can take E > 0, q’ > 1 such 
that s’ + l/2 -s + E - l/q’ < 0. Hence, taking sufficiently large p such that 
p(s’ + l/2 -s + E - l/q’) < - $ and p > p’, we obtain 
~CllZ~~,)1,II~~l <const It, - f21a, s’ < s + ;, 
with some CI > 1. On the other hand, by the similar calculation used to 
derive (5.2), we have the following for Zi:,)z, : 
E[((ZI:,‘~,JI~],<const f (Aj+ l)p(S’+“2--s+E) 
j=l 
for p > 1 and E > 0. This verities 
ECIlZj:,‘,,ll?l GconstJt, -f21a, s’ <s + f, 
with some ct > 1 for sufficiently large p. Therefore, Kolmogorov’s 
regularization theorem for processes with values in Hilbert space verities 
f,,2~C([0, T],H”‘(S, RN)) (as.), s’<s+f. 
For the process f,, ?, the term arising from p,(a’,fr(a’)) is tractable so 
that we consider only the term arising from a(f,): 
h,(o) = J’ dr J a(f,)(a’) p(r - r, 0, a’) do’. 
0 s 
Note that 
Ila(f)llf,2 < const(l + IlfIls.2Y (5.3) 
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holds for S, s > 0, and q > 2 satisfying S < min{ s + l/q - 312, q/2s - q/4 - 
3/2}. In fact, this is shown from the estimate in [ 12, p. 1111: 
I14f)ll,2 Gconst(l + Ilflli.qP29 s+ I <s, 2(S+2)<qS, 
combining with the Sobolev’s imbedding theorem; H”(S, RN) is 
continuously imbedded in the space W”,q(S, RN) if q > 2 and 
S = s - l/2 + l/q. For 0 d t, < t, d T, we decompose 
h,,(a) - h,,(o) = 6 dr Is p(t, -r, 0, a’) a(f,)(rr’) da’ 
+j-;2drj-s {P(V r, 0, 0’) - p(r2 -r, (T, 0’)) a(f,)(o’) do’ 
= y,,w + q,‘,,b,. 
Then, since we are assuming sup,, ,< T Ilf,jl, < CG without loss of 
generality, (5.3)impliessup,~,~.lla(f,)l~,<~ if?<min{s-$,2s--$);we 
take simply q = 4. Therefore, 
Gconst f (lj+ 1)“‘-Jp2 (1 -,-+‘z,4}2. (5.4) 
j=l 
Similarly, we have 
j=l 
’ X (,-(rl-r,;.,-,-(f2-r)i-l) d,. 
Gconst f (lj+ I)“‘-“-2 { 1 -e-“I -‘My. (5.5) 
j= L 
These two bounds (5.4) and (5.5) show that Ilhl, -h,,IIz, converges to 0 
as It,--tZI +O if 2(s’-S-2)< -1, namely, if s’<min{s+!,2s- I}; 
remind that Aji- const j -’ as j + co. Hence, h, and consequently 
f,,3~C([0, T], H”‘(S,RN)) (a.s.) if s’<s+$ and ~2:. i 
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Remark. The Schauder estimate might be applicable to ft.,, since it 
satisfies the PDE: 
{ 1 $-A f,,Jo) = a(f,)(o) + ado, fig)). 
Our proof is more primitive and direct. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
To prove the uniqueness for the SPDE (l.l), essentially the same 
method for the deterministic equation (2.1) works. Remind that M is 
embedded in RN, on which the metric g is extended in a convenient way, 
see Section 2. 
Let us denote by d(x,, xz) the distance between X, and .x2 E RN with 
respect to g and set 
S(x,,X*)=~fd(x,,X2)>21 x,,x2~RN, (6.1) 
PC& 0; 0) = 4f I%)? f )“(a, (6.2) 
for two solutions f i” and f I” of (1.1) satisfying fr’= fa’; note that 
fl?f, f2)~ C([O, r], Ca(S, M)) due to Theorem 1.2. Then, by It&s 
formula, we have 
&(c 0) = PPk 0) - Wf I%), f :2’(4)(DOf I’W. w-j*‘(~))} tft 
2 a6 
+ ,F, -j-+ (f y’(a), f ;“(4){ O dW;(c f I”(4) + G(f I”(4) 4, 
(6.3) 
where 
Mb,, x,Nv,, u2)= i 
1 
a26 
--%-;y(xj) “+;-2&“f”:” j=l axfax; ax; 1 I 2 
(6.4) 
for U, = {u;> and v2= {u;}. Note that 
-g (f %J), f !“W) O dV(6 f?(g)) 
J 
= dmj”(a) + #j)(a, f i’)(o), f i*)(o)) dt, (6.5) 
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for j = 1, 2, where 
Vf( (6.7) 
However, by the estimate 
- M( N-, -w)(u,, Lb)<C,(lU,l fltbl)’ lw12, c, >o, 
we obtain 
-M(f:“(a),f)2’(o))(D,fj”(~), w-:2’b)) 
since M(w, -IV) = M(f)“(a),fj2’(o)) with 1~11 = $d(fi”(o),f12’(a)) by 
choosing geodesic coordinates centered midway between f!“(a) and 
fj”(a); see [12, p. 1071 for details. On the other hand, ~(a, xl, .Y?) := 
c,z=, rl”‘(C Xl 3 x2) has the following bound: 
~(0, xl, x2) dconst S(x,, x1). (6.9) 
In fact, we decompose ~(0, x1, x,) into the sum of the following two terms 
yl, and q?: 
Then, the bound ~‘(0, x’, x2) d const 6(x,, x2) follows, since we have 
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for appropriate pdsY symmetric in CI and /?, see [ 12, p. 1063; remind the 
condition (2.2) for {Vi). Another bound ~~(0, x,, x2) <const 6(x,, x2) is 
shown from 
g(w, -w’)=2w”+o([w~~~) 
I 
g(w, -w)= -2w”+O(lwl*). 
Combining these two bounds on ql and q2, we obtain (6.9). Therefore, it 
is shown that 
P(& 0) G m,(o) + ji [ &(r, Q) + C2 { t P,fl"(o)l' + 1 1 1 p(r, a) dr, j=l 
(6.10) 
with some C2 > 0, where m,(a) = cf=, mj”(u); note that ~(0, a) = 0. 
The next task is to derive an estimate on p2(t, a). To this end, first prove 
the bound on the quadratic variational process of m,(a): 
(m(a))(t) < const 
I 
’ p2(r, 0) dr (6.11) 
0 
by a similar calculation used to get the bound on ~~(a, x,, x2). Then, 
noting that p(t, 0) 3 0, we obtain from (6.10) and (6.11), 
r, cedar, 0) + (m(a)>(t) 
< martingale + 
i lD,f~‘(a)l* + 1 p’(r, a) dr, 
j=l > 1 (6.12) 
with some C, > 0. Now, introduce a stopping time, 
r,=inf{t>O; sup IQJ-)“c~,r =-R), R > 0, 
o~.S,j=l,Z 
and set $,Jt) = E[ Ilp(t A T~,.)(( i2,S,]. Then, since POE Caj(S, R) and 
(p,, dp,) ~0, we have from (6.12) 
$~(f) ,< Cdl + 2R2) 1: tiR(r) dr 
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and this implies $,J t) = 0 for every t E [0, r] and R > 0. Since 
fi”, fj*‘~ C([O, T], P(S, M)) (as.) verities lim,, ,= rR = T (as.), we see 
that IIP(t,~ III izcS) = 0 for every t E [0, T] (as.), which completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.3. 
7. EXAMPLES 
We discuss two examples. 
(i) Let M= G be a connected Lie group with a right-invariant Rieman- 
nian metric. Such metric exists, for example, if G is compact, [25 1. For 
V,,, V,, . . . . V,,E 9 = {left-invariant vector fields on G), we consider an 
SPDE, 
dft(a)= ‘f,(O) dr+ i vi(f,(0))GdN’f, t > 0, 0 E s, (7.1) 
r=O 
where WY = t and {w~}~= I are independent real-valued Brownian motions. 
Let g, = g,(g) be a solution of an SDE on G starting from g: 
dg,= i Vi(g,)odw;, t > 0, 
i=O (7.2) 
go= gEG. 
The process g, is usually called a left-invariant Brownian motion on G and 
has the property: g,(g) = g .g,(e), t > 0, a.s., where e is the unit element 
of G, [18-J. 
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that there exists a (local) solution of the nonlinear 
heat equation on G: 
x 
z (0) = km, t E [O, T], d E s, 
Jb =foe C”(S, G). 
(7.3) 
Then the unique solution qf the SPDE (7.1) with initial data f. is given by 
f,(a) = g,(.TAo))? t E [O, 7-l. (7.4 
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Prooj Let us denote R,g’ = g’g E G and L,g’ = gg’ E G for g, g’ E G. 
Take an arbitrary test function cp E C”(G, R). Then, we see that 
&m-d g) = 4cp ‘I &Km) 
= ~~(4(~~,) dt 
= A (X,(4 .g)(cp) dt 
for every g E G, since the right-invariance of metric implies (Rg)* af(a) = 
a(R,f)(a) for fc Ca(S, G). On the other hand, noting Vie 9, we have 
&V.g,(e)) = d(cpoLf)(g,(e)) 
zico { Vi((poLf)}(g,(e))Gd,cl 
n 
= 1 (Vi~)(Y.gt(e))~W 
i=O 
for fe G. Therefore, it is easy to check with the help of Ito’s formula that 
the function f,(a) defined by (7.4) is a solution of (7.1). The uniqueness 
follows from Theorem 1.3. 1 
This theorem says that the process f y defined by the composition (2.7) 
always gives the solution of the SPDE without taking the limit IZ7l 40 in 
the present situation. It should be compared with the results of Kunita 
[22] and Bismut [6]. 
Now assume that G is compact and let p be a Haar probability measure 
on G, which is an invariant measure of g,. Fet’s theorem [20] asserts that 
there exists a non-trivial closed geodesicy( .) on G parametrized as af= 0. 
It is then an easy consequence of Theorem 7.1 that f,(a) :=3(c) g,(g) is a 
solution of the SPDE (7.1) and therefore the image measure v(3) on the 
space C”(S, G) of ,U under the mapping $: geGwT(.) gEC”(S, G) is 
invariant for the equation (7.1). Especially when the fundamental group 
xi(G) of G is non-trivial, the invariant measure of (7.1) is not unique. 
We assume KG < 0 in addition. For example, Euclidean (flat) torus 
satisfies this assumption and see also Azencott and Wilson [2]. The 
following facts are known under all these assumptions: 
(a) There exists a global solution 3, of (7.3) and 3, converges to a 
closed geodesic 3 as t + cc in the space C”(S, G) (Hartman [13]). 
(b) For each a E ~c,(G, e), there exists a unique closed geodesic f
which represents a (Lawson and Yau [24, Fact 33). 
We also assume that the family { Vi}:=, satisfies the condition of 
Horrnander’s type (condition (E) of Ichihara and Kunita [16]). Then the 
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process g, is ergodic in a sense that, for every g E G, the distribution of 
g,(g) on G converges weakly to 1 as t + cc [ 16, Section 61. We can prove 
the following fact immediately: The distribution on the space C”(S, G) of 
the solution fi of (7.1) with initial data ,f, E C” (S, G) converges weakly to 
v(&) as t -+ CG, where Jb is a closed geodesic which is parametrized as 
AT0 = 0 and belongs to the same homotopy class as fO. 
(ii) The problem of singular perturbations for the SPDE like (1.1) 
was investigated by Funaki [9, Sections 3 and 43. Here we give an example 
of unstable solutions for this problem. On a 2-dimensional sphere 
S2={x=((.K1,xp, ,K~) ER’; 1.~1 = l}, consider an SPDE with a vector field 
V(x) = (x2, - x,. 0)~ T,S’, -YES’, 
t > 0, 0 E s, & > 0, (7.5 1 
where ~1, is a real-valued Brownian motion. We find an unstable solution 
of moving geodesics: 
.fJo)= (sin fr.cos M’!, -sin 0 .sin )i’,, cos a), GE [O, 27c)( ZS), 
and a stable solution which shrinks to one point, 
i 
fr(~)=(~~os~~I, -csinw,, -L-jl-c’), c7 E s, 
for every c E [0, 11. These are solutions of (7.5) for every E > 0. 
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